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Introduction

Nurse fatigue is a subjective feeling that ranges from tiredness to exhaustion, creating an overall condition that interferes with an individual’s physical and cognitive function. It is caused by physiological, psychological, behavioural, and environmental stresses. It may significantly degrade functioning and persist despite periods of rest (Canadian Nurses Association, 2010). It results in dangerously low staffing levels, high levels of absenteeism, workplace violence, mental disorder symptoms arising from an unhealthy work environment, and overtime costs estimated at $2 billion in 2016 (Hall & Visekruna, 2020).

Innovative educational programs are desperately needed to control nurses’ stress, relieve distress, and enhance nurse performance. The general target of this work is to find methods to improve quality of life. Specifically, this requires tools for better control of behaviours, thoughts, and emotions both in oneself and in the workplace. Cognitive control is an important asset for organizational leaders and nurse managers because it relates to nurses’ ability to navigate uncertainty (Mushtaq et al., 2011) and navigate stressors (Hoorelbeke et al., 2015), enables a greater ability to think critically through complex situations, and promotes motivation (Yee & Braver, 2018), which is a necessary quality for organizational change agents. In today’s uncertain, high-stimulus, and trauma-laden work environments, this developmental asset can promote and empower a creative and meaningful way forward.

Background

In Canada, health professionals suffer from mental health conditions caused or exacerbated by the toll of high-stimulus and often trauma-laden work environments. Unhealthy providers are more likely to make errors, call in sick, and leave the profession, all of which have an enormous cost in terms of recruitment and training (Bodenheimer & Sinsky, 2014). Even before stressors related to COVID-19, 40%-60% of health care providers were likely to face burnout at some point in their career (Olson et al., 2015; Rabb, 2014). Additionally, 30%-50% of new graduate nurses were leaving the profession within two years, usually because of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), depression, or moral distress (Chandler, 2012; Laschinger et al., 2010; Stelnicki et al., 2020).

A 2019 survey of over 3,200 nurses Canada-wide compared symptom screening results reported by nurses and other public safety personnel (Stelnicki et al., 2020). Approximately one in three nurses screened positive for major depressive disorder (36.4%); one in four for generalized anxiety disorder (26.1%); one in four for PTSD (23.0%), and one in five for panic disorder (20.3%). One in three reported having suicidal ideation (39.9%); one in three reported clinically significant symptoms of burnout (29.3%); one in five reported planning suicide (22.3%); and one in ten reported attempting suicide during their lifetime (12.6%) (Stelnicki et al., 2020). Burnout is defined as experiencing overwork, chronic stress, and interpersonal strain that results in symptoms of emotional exhaustion, cynicism, or depersonalization, and reduced personal accomplishment (Aronsson et al., 2017). Workplace stress is a significant problem and little is known about how best to mitigate stress and promote thriving in nurses at high burnout risk. The Canadian Federation of Nurses Unions has called for the introduction of quality educational programs. It suggests annual assessments of the quality and safety of health care work environments, funding of program development, and provision of new education programs to support the nursing workforce (Hall & Visekruna, 2020).
As seminal researchers of cognitive control, Miller and Cohen (2001) defined it as the ability to intentionally select thoughts, emotions, and behaviours based on surrounding task and social demands, while also being able to suppress less desirable habitual reactions. It is commonly measured through a variety of behavioural tasks, electroencephalogram (EEG), and pupillary response (Compton et al., 2021). In this exploratory study, cognitive control is measured through EEG.

Research on cognitive control and strategies that promote it are needed. This exploratory study, conducted before the outbreak of COVID-19—exploring, proposing, delivering, and examining the impact of a novel educational program—is a landmark study that begins to fill this gap in the literature. The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of an innovative educational program on cognitive control. We were also interested in participants’ perceptions of the educational program.

A Novel Education Program, Embodied Through a COP Program

We have assembled a multidisciplinary team led by a doctorally educated nurse and involving leaders in the nursing field from two accredited Canadian universities and Island Health, the local public health authority. We have developed a novel and evidence-informed curriculum aiming to bolster key developmental and resilience assets to promote flourishing among health care providers. A provincial grantor supported the curriculum development process, enabling the team of providers and content experts to research a curriculum framework that links education to practice. After the curriculum was developed, to promote greater integration, it was implemented in a community in which new ways of being and skills could be embodied through relational practice, referred to here as a community of practice (COP). The educational program was provided to a mixed sample of nurses and nursing students and then evaluated using a mixed-method study. The objectives of the evaluation were to (a) assess quantitative changes in students’ EEG measurements of cognitive control before and after completing the course and (b) to gather experiences of participating in the course through a focus group.

The COP

The term COP was coined by Lave and Wenger (1991). It can be described as a community of people who are like intentioned, and who develop their skillfulness as they interact regularly. The focus of the COP program was developed from a research-informed resilience development framework, emulating an abbreviated version of a COP program referred to as Roots to Thrive (Dames et al., 2022), which aims to promote resilience by working with the concepts of congruence (Rogers, 1959) and a sense of coherence (Antonovsky, 1979), and is further informed by elements of polyvagal theory (Porges, 2011). The methods used to promote these resilience factors include connecting to self and others through the experience of secure attachment, addressing trauma within an environment of unconditional positive regard, regulating the nervous system, co-regulating through relationship, and aligning with one's desires and calling.

The Theoretical Framework

The theoretical framework informs the educational program, study design, data collection methods, and data analysis process, and provides the lens through which the results were interpreted.

The first concept, congruence, describes one's orientation to self and authentic expression in the world. It describes the degree of alignment between the “real” and “ideal” self, a core
requirement that determines one’s ability to engage in self-actualizing activities (Rogers, 1959). The curriculum is based on Carl Rogers’s (1959) concept of congruence to understand the influence of social belonging, self-esteem needs, and environments of unconditional positive regard. Aligning with Rogers’s work, the program focuses on the somatic (tending to the messages of the body) nature of healing and mindfulness of the present moment, within a COP that mirrors unconditional positive regard.

Sense of coherence describes one's objective orientation to the world. Increasing the sense of coherence bolsters one’s personal sense of meaning, understanding, and increases confidence in one's resources. It addresses the cognitive components of self-actualization (Cilliers & Coetzee, 2003) and the health consequences related to chronic stress and dissonance arising from unmet needs. Sense of coherence is a descriptor of one’s orientation to life, including cognitive control, and serves as a predictive tool for health outcomes.

Co-regulation theories, such as polyvagal theory, describes how social relationships can be a source of connection and security, and where regulation of the nervous system paves the way for more authentic ways of being. When people feel accepted and emotionally safe, it improves their ability to regulate stress. Additionally, as trust is developed among members, the window of tolerance for vulnerability expands, enabling participants to practise their new skills in a supportive relational environment.

Research Questions

- Does an innovative education program that is embedded in a COP result in cognitive changes?
- What is the perceived value and priorities of this novel educational program to mitigate stress and promote thriving?

Methods

A novel, 5-week curriculum based on Rogers’s concept of congruence, involving 16 hours of personal contact and 4 hours of virtual meetings, was designed to expand awareness, mitigate stress, and enhance sense of purpose. A mixed-methods process (Figure 1) was employed to provide a global understanding of the impact on resilience factors and specifically on cognitive control. Quantitative cognitive abilities were evaluated pre- and post-course by analyzing EEG-based tests of attention, focus, and apperception. Focus groups were convened and their proceedings recorded and linguistically analyzed to evaluate the program’s qualitative effects.

Figure 1

The Research Process
Sample

Eighteen participants completed the program, including 3 nursing students and 15 registered nurses. However, only 16 (3 nursing students and 13 registered nurses) completed the pre and post data collection process; therefore the study results are based on data from the sixteen participants who completed the program of research. The COP program developed here is designed for both populations, and the inclusion of both populations in the sample was designed to explore the different needs of and resources available to these populations. Inclusion criteria for the study included (a) working as a nurse or as an active nursing student (third or fourth year), (b) being willing to do the activities assigned between curriculum sessions, (c) being able to give informed consent, (d) having access to a computer for virtual weekly sessions. It was clarified that participation was voluntary and they could exit at any point.

Intervention

Before the intervention began, participants were pretested using EEG assessments of brain performance. They then went through the curriculum (two 8-hour days, 3 virtual sessions, and 1 wrap-up session). Upon completion of the program, participants repeated the pretests and took part in a semi-structured focus group. Ethical approval was obtained from the universities hosting the research study and from the local health authority. The research process adhered to the approved research design, and confidentiality was protected through the use of pseudonyms.

COP Description

The participants were given an overview of the process that included the fundamental theories and concepts supporting the work. In a virtual session, they were provided with preparatory tips and were given opportunity to ask questions before the 5-week journey. Afterward, participants gathered for two in-person experiential sessions with facilitators, then three 90-minute virtual sessions (and weekly phone calls with a buddy), and a last in-person session (2 hours). Participants were given a manual of the theory behind the work and multiple optional exercises between sessions. The program also had a website, offering supportive resources to promote integration.

The program provided core practices that encouraged developing an ability to pendulate between the inner and outer world, learning to “be” human, and learning to “do” from that place of being. The practices promoted (a) developing expanded awareness, (b) using self-regulation/stress mitigation, (c) connecting heartfully, and (d) aligning with one’s calling.

Each session promoted empathetic connection in the community and aimed to support participants as they navigated the challenges of integrating the work in their daily activities. Participants were randomly assigned a buddy for phone contact. Phone conversations provided support, promoting a greater ability to integrate the concepts and tools. To complete the 5-week curriculum, participants gathered for a focus group debrief without the facilitators, which allowed them to speak freely.

Outcome Measures

Our primary outcome of interest was a change in cognitive control using well-established (Cid-Fernández et al., 2014; Yamasaki et al., 2012) EEG measurements before and after the educational program. Cognitive improvement was specifically determined by an increase in the amplitude of EEG-derived evoked potentials, specifically the N200 and P300 components, also
referred to as N2 and P3. Our secondary outcome of interest was participant feedback on the program, specifically the perceived value and priorities for improvement.

Data Collection

Quantitative Methodology

Cognitive control was measured by event-related potentials (ERP) extracted from EEG data. To assess changes in brain function caused by the intervention participants performed a standard visual oddball task (Krigolson et al., 2017) using the PEER application (Suva Technologies Inc., Victoria, BC) while EEG data were recorded from a MUSE headband (InterAxon Inc., Toronto, ON).

During the performance of the oddball task, participants saw a series of blue and green circles that appeared for 600 to 800 ms in the centre of a black screen on an iPad (Apple Canada Inc.; see Krigolson et al., 2017 for more detail). The task was conducted in this way: “Prior to the onset of the first circle and in between the presentation of subsequent circles, a [grey] fixation cross was presented for 300 to 500 ms [in the middle of the display]… Participants were not told that the frequency of the blue and green circles differed: [however,] the blue circles appeared less frequently (oddball: 25%) than the green circles (control: 75%) with the sequence order of presented circles [randomized]” (Krigolson et al., 2017, section “Standard Group”). Participants were instructed to tap the screen every time they saw a green circle. Participants completed 4 blocks of 50 trials during the performance of the oddball task.

EEG data were recorded from a MUSE EEG system. The MUSE EEG system has electrodes located analogously to Fpz, AF7, AF8, TP9, and TP10, with electrode Fpz acting as the reference electrode. The PEER application allowed participants to play the oddball task and also recorded the EEG data from the MUSE via Bluetooth. Events (the onset of the circles) were marked to allow a subsequent analysis of event-related brain potentials.

Qualitative Methodology

The focus group was facilitated by an experienced third-party researcher with no explicit connection to participants. The focus group was guided by Merriam’s (2014) basic qualitative methodology. Accordingly, a script was provided to the focus group facilitator. The facilitator was given the flexibility to go off-script to explore trends that emerged as the interview progressed. The interview was recorded and then transcribed by a research assistant, with no participant names attached to specific interviews. This approach promoted participant-led feedback, enabling space where ideas could flow freely, and encouraged reflection and discourse with the aim of uncovering patterns and meaning. Focus group results were used to better understand the value and impact of the curriculum and guide quality improvement.

Data Analysis

Quantitative Analysis

To examine differences in brain performance in EEG data, the amplitude and latencies of the N200 and P300 were compared between the pre- and post-tests using paired samples t tests. Processing of EEG data from the MUSE device was done in MATLAB 2019a (Brainard, 1997), using custom code generated in the Krigolson Lab (https://github.com/Neuro-Tools) and also with EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004). ERP signals were extracted from EEG recordings, the average of posterior virtual electrodes at site Tp9 and Tp10 in the 10-20 system, referenced to Fpz.
The MUSE device creates these virtual sites by recording across the base of the ear adjacent to the scalp.

The continuous EEG data were first filtered with a dual-pass Butterworth filter with a passband of 0.1 Hz to 30 Hz and with a notch filter at 60 Hz. Data were then segmented from 200 ms preceding stimulus onset to 600 ms after. A baseline correction was then applied to each segment using the mean value in the 200 ms immediately preceding stimulus onset. Artifacts that resulted in a maximum/minimum difference in each segment of more than 75 uV were removed, resulting in a data loss of 31%.

Participant average waveforms were obtained by averaging the segmented data. A difference waveform was made by subtracting the control average waveform from the oddball average waveform. The N200 and the P300 were scored as the minimum and maximum values in a 200 ms window centred on the N200 and P300 peaks on the grand average waveforms (and the corresponding individual peak latency; see Figure 2). This procedure was repeated for both the pre- and post-tests EEG data. For all statistical tests, alpha was set to be 0.05.

**Figure 2**

*Electroencephalogram Peak Latency*

---

**Qualitative Analysis**

The research team recorded and transcribed the focus group discussion, identifying themes that spoke to the research questions. To analyze the data, we followed Merriam’s (2014) basic qualitative process. The process involved two independent and comparative back-and-forth analyses, documenting meaning that emerged, looking for patterns and themes. Meaning-making for the thematic analysis occurred by clustering the descriptions used by participants and the connections they made between their experiences. Inductive analysis occurred through open coding techniques, followed by deductive analysis. In the summary of findings described below, for some themes, direct quotes are used when they represent the flow of the group conversation. In other cases, paraphrasing the group conversation and highlighting word choices was a more accurate reflection of the collectively developed theme.

**Validity and Trustworthiness**

This study involved three institutions. Multiple people were involved in the data collection and analysis process, which enabled researchers to vet results with multiple parties to reduce bias.
For instance, one team collected and analyzed quantitative results; triangulation occurred by having qualitative results analyzed by two independent parties and reviewed by a supervisor. Qualitative results were compared via two separate analysis processes to limit bias and dual-role conflicts, and promote trustworthiness. Findings were interpreted through the lens of the theoretical framework, which is research informed and well established in nursing and psychology.

Results

Quantitative Results

There was a significant improvement in cognitive control as measured by an increase in the amplitude of the N200 ERP component (Chan et al., 2020; Lorist et al., 2009). Specifically, our ERP results revealed an increase in the amplitude of the N200 ERP component following the intervention, \( t(12) = 2.14, p < .05 \) (–2.9 uV [–2.4–3.3] versus –3.5uV [–3.1 –3.9]; see Figure 2). Larger deflections in N200 amplitudes are indicative of increased cognitive control during information processing, as well as in the development of goal-oriented behavior (Daltrozzo & Conway, 2014). Our results demonstrated no change in N200 latency, P300 amplitude, and P300 latency by the educational program intervention (all \( p > .05 \)). A lack of change in these measures suggests that the educational intervention impacted the engagement of cognitive control and not the neural processes indexed by the other measures (e.g., N200 latency, attentional allocation: Hogendoorn et al., 2008; P300 amplitude, working memory: Polich, 2007; and P300 latency, sensory processing: McCarthy & Donchin, 1981).

Qualitative Results

The qualitative results explored the participants’ perception of value, reporting on what worked well and what could be improved with the innovative educational program. In this results section, general themes are stated.

Theme 1: Feeling Validated and Supported through Unconditional Positive Regard

During the program, participants reported feeling genuine connection and unconditional acceptance over the duration of the training. Participants used the group’s relational safety to express and tend to their needs:

- “The lack of guilt and shame that you didn't do something is really refreshing.”
- “The unconditional positive self-regard… impacts my life, my family’s life, and the people that I interact with… that will continue to impact my life.”
- “To create compassion for the real person that you are… to love the parts of myself that I found unacceptable and accept them.”
- “It’s actually something for your personal well-being.”

Theme 2: Varying Interpretations of Spirituality

Participants resonated with spirituality, but specific belief systems varied. There were mixed feelings about the various belief systems that emerged. For instance, one felt “derailed” by one facilitator’s spiritual perspective, noting it felt too “weird.” Another found it was helpful to explore the varying viewpoints, promoting greater curiosity.
Theme 3: Generating Greater Self-Efficacy

Participants developed a greater sense of self-efficacy and ownership through the creation of an accepting, guilt-free environment:

• “It helped me want to actually participate… coming from a place of actually choosing… internal motivation rather than the external, or forced.”
• “Trying to see the essence of somebody and not necessarily reacting to everything that happens.”
• “Now that I’ve started the ball rolling, I really can’t stop.”
• “I feel like I need to keep going with it in terms of sort of how I design my new self and implications in relationships”
• “I feel like I’m more me, and when I get upset it’s like I can sit there and actually say what’s on my mind… I’m just way more upfront and honest and open.”

Theme 4: Using Non-attachment as a Core Asset to Mitigate Stress

Cultivating non-attachment improved participants’ ability to navigate stressors. Releasing guilt and self-blame generated greater self-acceptance:

• “I’ve been enjoying detaching from my mom-guilt.”
• “Non-attachment has been really meaningful. I can choose whether or not I’m going to hold on to the moment.”
• “A little self-compassion… rather than just spending the rest of the night raking myself over the coals.”
• “Provided a bit of freedom to forgive myself.”

Theme 5: Creating Balance Between Enough Choice and Too Many Options

Participants noted that a variety of resources promoted choice, but too many resources felt overwhelming. Some participants enjoyed multiple options; others found that too many options without enough depth left them feeling anxious.

Theme 6: Having Accountability and Support Builds Resilience

Participants noted that a strong relational practice environment promoted authenticity and resilience:

• “They did a really good job of creating the container.”
• “To be aware and more authentic and just come with that I know.”
• “This is going to be really useful in those teams that have been resilient for so long and that have developed unhealthy patterns.”
• “If everyone was coming in with a feeling of being more authentic, being more grounded, I think it would go a long way.”

Theme 7: Using a Trauma-Informed Approach Was Well Received

Participants appreciated the sense of safety and support as a means of preparing for moments of stress and suffering:
• “If I was reacting that way I didn't like, ‘oh well that's a trigger,' I can get it, get how. And so it just was a really great foundation for me to apply the work on top of.”
• “You maybe become a leader without any sort of training on what to do, and then your job is then to check in with all your staff on how they are doing with this trauma… and then they start sharing what happened for them.”

**Theme 8: Preferring Support That Is Frequent, Face to Face, and Longer**

The face-to-face interactions helped participants feel connected, with mixed reviews on the virtual sessions (some liked virtual sessions and others didn’t). One-to-one phone check-ins with a buddy were reported as helpful. Opinions varied on ideal program length, with most participants suggesting it would have been beneficial if the program spanned 8 to 12 weeks. There was consensus that fitting sessions into the workday could ease transitions and prevent personal conflicts. Checking in with a buddy between sessions, in which the contact felt emotionally safer and less pressured, helped to integrate the material.

**Theme 9: Recognizing the Importance of Culture Change and Ongoing Support**

Participants felt employer and faculty support was essential for the creation of an environment that would sustain positive change. They recommended providing the same experience for leaders with a priority on deconstructing “power over” structures, equalizing all members as humans with a shared vision. Many found it challenging to integrate the learnings from the program in their current work environment that felt vulnerable, rushed, and stressed:

• “I was just there and knowing everyone else was on the line, I think it was comforting.”
• “Your own personal well-being, which is just going to have like the ripple effect on your colleagues and your clients.”
• “Focusing on the people before they get into nursing, the nursing students. I still think there's a lot of value to that.”

**Discussion**

To our knowledge, our exploratory study, conducted before the outbreak of COVID-19, is the first to examine the impact of an innovative and evidence-informed educational nursing program on cognitive control and to examine the perceptions of participants. Our results, that the education framework led to improvements in cognitive control, contributes to the research both theoretically and practically. Theoretically, we were guided, in part, by Antonovsky’s (1979) concept of sense of coherence (promoting health despite a hostile environment), which relates to a person’s outlook on the world and promotes an ability to move towards health and cope more successfully, despite difficult circumstances. This perspective provides an understanding of the sense of security, resources, and social support provided by a COP. Practically, our study offers further support for the introduction of the evidence-informed education so desperately needed to address the wellness and resilience of nurses and nursing students (Mitchell & Sawatzky, 2021; Spurr et al., 2021). The need for education that serves to mitigate stress and promote resilience in nursing training is clear (Spurr et al., 2021). Working toward solutions, this study suggests that integration of theory and new ways of being may be amplified through a COP.
Interpretations of the Significant Results

The EEG quantitative results of this exploratory study suggest that the novel educational program that promotes a sense of coherence and congruence (described in the theoretical framework earlier), led to positive cognitive changes. Sense of coherence (Antonovsky, 1979) includes three main components: meaning, understanding, and confidence to manage life; each component is addressed in the curriculum. Therefore, results suggest that when we gain confidence in our inner and outer resources to manage challenges, gain understanding of how to self-regulate the body to mitigate stress, and as a result, gain a sense of control over our lives, we may also improve our cognitive control.

The observed EEG changes with this innovation add to the existing work on EEG changes associated with participation in interventions. EEG has been used for some time now to evaluate different exercise intervention protocols (Gramkow et al., 2020). EEG has also been used as a tool to evaluate neurofeedback training (Peeters et al., 2014), in the Program for the Education and Enrichment of Relational Skills (PEERS: Van Hecke et al., 2015), and in medical education (Anderson et al., 2019). Furthermore, our EEG data are consistent with findings from earlier studies with nurses that used an alternative way, mindfulness, to improve cognitive control (Wong et al., 2018).

Discussion of Qualitative Results

Viewed through the lens of the theoretical framework, qualitative results of the study led to a greater understanding of the perceptions and priorities of what worked and did not work in the innovative educational program design. The COP provided the container for the educational program to be practised, promoting the sense of meaning and confidence described in Antonovsky’s (1979) description of a sense of coherence. It provided a vessel for participants to reorient to life and relationships, as well as to practise embodying the skills they were learning. Results suggest that within a relational environment in which participants felt safe and connected to one another, they could practise showing up authentically and speaking honestly. Aligning with Rogers’s (1959) concept of congruence, the mirroring of unconditional positive regard appeared to promote a greater ability for participants to engage in the vulnerability and positive reinforcement necessary to continue showing up authentically over the 5-week program. Sturgeon and Zautra’s work (2015) also found that feeling connected to others seems to mitigate pain and suffering, making challenges more tolerable. Staying connected reminded participants that they were not alone, which in addition to directing kindness inwardly is another core characteristic in the development of self-compassion (Neff & Germer, 2018). While there was a desire to continue creating the same safe spaces at their place of work, many did not feel sufficiently safe at work to do so. Finally, aligning with polyvagal theory (Porges, 2011), also described in the theoretical framework earlier, we can retrain neural pathways through social interactions that feel safe. When practising a safe way of being with others in our social circle, we are more apt to integrate this shift in contexts outside the circle if we are being witnessed and received with unconditional positive regard. Promoting and sustaining efforts towards culture change in the workplace and in postsecondary settings requires all participants—including supportive leaders, educators, and employers—to provide greater access to cognitive control development programs in order to reach a cultural tipping point (Steger et al., 2012; Dixon-Woods et al., 2014; West, 2018).
Objectivity as a Quality of Sense of Coherence

Participants were considered a high-risk group for vicarious trauma, making it important to recognize when trauma presents and to provide regulation tools for management. With regulation, participants can work objectively with trauma, rather than reactively. If unresolved, trauma can impact one’s identity and belief systems, leading to cynicism and despair (Pearlman & Mac Ian, 1995). Regulation tools buffered participants from overidentifying with the experience of others, thereby preventing additional vicarious trauma (Grevenstein et al., 2018). Aligning with the literature, cultivating non-attachment or an objective orientation, which is a quality of sense of coherence, reduces psychological distress (Wang et al., 2015) and reduces symptoms related to depression and anxiety (Chao & Chen, 2013). With a sense of wholeness and objectivity (non-attachment), participants felt less emotionally fused and less reactive, and able to let go of conditions outside their control. Integrating ways of being that are more resilient to stress requires supportive organizational structures that strive to minimize contextual stressors, invest in meaningful education mechanisms, and cultivate relational environments in which students and employees feel safe to express their needs and wants (Ruotsalainen Verbeek et al., 2016).

Confidence in New Habits as a Quality of Sense of Coherence

Participants were encouraged to try a number of practices to promote self-awareness and self-regulation in the program. To successfully cultivate habit development, they were asked to choose only a few that they wanted to take forward into their daily lives. This sentiment aligns with seminal authors who speak to the importance of promoting greater self-efficacy by taking ownership, enabling a greater ability to reach these goals (Zimmerman et al., 1992). Having many options was helpful for some and not for others. Based on a meta-analysis of 50 publications on choice overload, for those less aware of their preferences, having too many options can decrease motivation to make a choice at all. Conversely, those who have well-defined preferences prior to choosing are more likely to enjoy a plethora of options (Scheibehenne et al., 2010).

Amplifying Results With More Time

In the focus group, the nursing students agreed that more resilience education is imperative to promote confidence and to remediate the toxic components of caregiving cultures as they move into professional practice; but they felt that making the space to tend to their personal work, as encouraged in the course, would hamper their ability to complete required tasks in their school programs. The working nurses also agreed that the combination of the course on top of their regular work schedule did not provide enough time and space to integrate the practices taught to everyday tasks. Essentially, they had little space to BE outside the DOing required in busy work and family lives.

Finally, improvements in cognitive control were consistent with another study using a mindfulness-based stress reduction curriculum (Incagli et al., 2020). This improvement is significant because having the confidence to navigate workplace challenges can prevent such challenges from evolving into chronic stressors. Cognitive control appears to be a less instantaneous solution and more of a launching pad for a way of living that is slowly cultivated, encouraging a self-compassionate way of being (Hoorelbeke et al., 2015).

Limitations

The sample was relatively homogenous. Fifteen of the participants identified as female and one as male. All participants identified as White and were born and raised in Canada. Because of
the sample size, limited geography, and relative homogeneity in gender and ethnicity, this research does not include diverse perspectives and contexts. Thus, there is scope for others to investigate other disciplines, demographics, or contexts of cognitive control programming. The 5-week time period was likely too limited to integrate significant shifts. Most participants suggested a longer time period, extending beyond 5-weeks, potentially resulting in additional benefits.

A limitation of the MUSE headband is that it cannot correct for ocular artifacts because of the low channel count, which impacts the quality of the signal coming from the device. As a result, the data loss can be relatively high. While it is quite clear that the MUSE is capable of measuring evoked responses that reflect the neural processes underlying cognitive control (Krigolson et al., 2017; Krigolson et al., 2021), the data quality of the MUSE signal is not as good as a research-grade system (Radiéntz, 2018).

**Conclusion**

The results support educators and leaders collaboratively developing and implementing evidence-informed innovative educational programs. On entry into the workforce, COPs can cultivate resilience at work and also bolster cognitive control. Given the many ongoing stressors that are endemic to health care work environments, cognitive control is imperative to mitigate stress and to promote a greater ability to thrive. These results suggest that evidence-informed and participant-informed COPs, operating within the limitations of workforce obligations, can improve cognitive control in nurses, provide relief from workplace stress, and potentially transform health care.

As evident in participant feedback, cognitive control is only one part of the equation. Reinforcing relationships of unconditional positive regard promotes authenticity and compassion for self, co-workers, and patients. Such relationships provide nurses with a greater ability to self-regulate, authentically express themselves, and celebrate the same in others. Cultivating work environments that promote the time and space for mindful states of being (instead of overwhelmed states of doing), provides a foundation for healthy work environments. This study supports the introduction of interventions that are designed to improve cognitive control, promoting self-regulation and stress mitigation. There is a need for future research to examine the impact of resilience-focused and evidence-informed COPs on patient care, safety, and costs.
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